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In this book, renowned dog trainer Pat Miller gives you the positive training tools you need to ensure

that you and your dog share a lifetime of fun, companionship, and respect. By following her

step-by-step, six-week basic training program, you'll learn how to develop a relationship with your

dog based on friendship and positive reinforcement, not fear and punishment. Plus, you'll get:

Information on the importance of observing, understanding, and reacting appropriately to your dog's

body language. Instructions on how to phase out the use of a clicker and treats to introduce more

advanced training concepts. Suggestions for delicious treats your dog will respond to. Whether

you've never trained a dog or are just switching over to positive training, with Pat's proven method

you'll discover that training your four-legged friend is easy, fun, and effective.
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No more choke chains, no more yelling.The last time we had puppies was almost 30 years ago. The

puppies were taught with choke chains, correction jerks, and loud, assertive commands. I hated it

and was never very good at the training methods we were taught, but these methods were

considered the only way to show a dog who is boss and get obedient behavior back then. The

puppies eventually learned and behaved fairly well. They lived into their teens, and then we got our

first adult shelter dog, an already well-trained dog with beautiful manners whom we loved dearly

until she died too early from malignant melanoma.When we brought Jazmine home from the shelter,

it was another experience altogether. She had been a stray and in the shelter system for a while.

She came to one of our local shelters on a lab rescue program--she is part lab and part ???She was



around two years old, and very active, but a challenge. Fearful at first, she eventually relaxed into a

bit of a wild child--very sweet but a handful. Fortunately, the shelter gives a one hour home visit

from their trainer who uses positive training methods.She taught us the very basics, and we

attended her classes. Jazmine has too poor an attention span to do well around other dogs, but we

wanted to continue the training at home, so she recommended this book. I was so happy not to

have to deal with choke chains, yelling and jerking the dog. I was amazed to see Jazmine learn

things immediately, with soft, calm commands and a gentle, positive approach.The book is great. It

explains the theory behind the approach so well, that I was later able to apply the principles to some

of the behavioral challenges Jazmine presented.

Rusty is a rescue from Mississippi shipped to a local shelter here in San Diego. He is now a very

powerful and athletic 60 lb two year old. When we adopted Rusty at 7 months old he wasn't house

trained, was fearful and aggressive to most people, and had no idea how to play with other dogs. He

was terrified of doors, hoses, and vacuums. When frightened, he would dart in, bite, and then dart

away which made him dangerous.I immediately enrolled in a traditional "positive" training class,

which used force training. The "positive" aspect was praise after the dog complied. If the dog didn't

comply, he was forced using the leash and a pinch collar. Rusty freaked out at my attempts, and

even more so at the trainers attempts to get him to lie down. The trainer's solution was to apply

more force, putting Rusty into a mindless panic. Not wanting Rusty or the trainer to get hurt, I

withdrew from the class and looked for a more effective approach.I discovered Pat Miller in the

bibliography and recommended reading sections of several dog training books by animal

behaviorists, especially Patricia McConnell and Jean Donnalson (I highly recommend both). Pat

Miller's approach is clear, scientific, sensible, and highly effective for ALL types, sizes, and ages of

dogs.One of her points, that I agree with, is that there are no vicious or "difficult breeds" of dogs. All

dogs (and people) live to please themselves, to maximize reward and minimize punishment.

I think this really is one of the best books out there for learning about positive training and how to

implement it with your dog. I've never beaten around the bush with indicating that I'm very

pro-positive training and I think Pat Miller is one of the best.The book begins with a little bit about

Pat Miller's history of training, namely that she was a "traditional" trainer at one point, which many

were. Traditional trainers focus more on aversives and punishments: leash pops, choke chains, and

the like. It tells briefly of her discovery and switch to positive methods. I think this is important: it

says that anyone can do it, no matter how they trained beforehand.From there, the book is divided



into three main sections.The first outlines the ins and outs of positive training: how it works, why it

works, why it builds a better bond with your dog. It explains a little bit about how dogs think and

learn and outlines some basic training tools you'll need with your dog.The second gives instructions

on how to get your dog to do some basic obedience: sit, down, stay, come, etc. She breaks each of

them down into easy steps to achieve them and gives suggestions on common problems people

might encounter when trying to teach their dog the particular command. At the end of each section,

she gives "bonus games" which are basic tricks you can teach your dog. She stresses, time and

time again, that this should be fun: both for the human and the dog.The third addresses common

behavioral problems, such as housetraining, separation anxiety, aggression, socialization, and what

to do when there's a baby on the way. Each of these sections can (and are) books on their own, so

in the context of a fairly short book they're somewhat glossed over.
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